The characterization of internal heat sources has been successfully applied in the field of non-destructive testing (e.g. vibrothermography) to obtain the geometrical parameters of vertical cracks by solving the ill-posed inverse problem [1] . In these techniques the crack or defect is heated and the change in the surface temperature is measured, by solving the inverse problem. Metaheuristic algorithms offer an alternative approach for optimization problems. This work aims at exploring the use of the so-called hill climbing metaheuristic algorithm to obtain the geometrical reconstruction of vertical cracks from time resolved vibrothermography measurements.
Introduction
Infrared thermography (IRT) has proven itself as a non-destructive testing (NDT) technique capable of detecting shallow subsurface defects. A major variant of IRT involves optical exciting the sample using light to detect possible defects, such as delaminations and cracks [2] . Different variants have been developed, however these optical techniques are well suited for cracks that offer a strong thermal barrier. In a contact defect no large gap or discontinuity is formed within the specimen and this leads to good thermal contact and makes defect detection and sizing difficult.
A technique that shows promise in this type of defect detection is vibrothermography, both in its lock-in [3] and burst variants [4] . The use of metaheuristic algorithms has not been explored in this area and might offer a potential benefit in computing resources and algorithm complexity. In this work, we explore the use of the hill climbing metaheuristic algorithm and apply it to time resolved (i.e. burst) vibrothermography obtain the geometrical parameters of a buried heat source. This is to be achieved by assuming that the arbitrarily shaped defect can be approximated by a given number of smaller square defects within the heat-source plane. For this purpose, a mesh is created with square elements and it is the algorithms job to find which elements within the mesh contribute to generate the temperature distribution seen at the surface 
Mathematical model
The geometry of a vertical heat source of arbitrary shape is shown in Fig. 1 . In the particular case of a buried square heat source of side b located at a depth d, the surface temperature is given by [4] . 
where is the thermal diffusivity, is the thermal conductivity and is the time of excitation, i.e. burst duration.
Utilizing the superposition principle, it is possible to obtain the surface temperature for any combination of mesh elements. It is the algorithm's task to determine the correct combination of elements to approximate the surface temperature generated by a given defect.
Metaheuristic algorithms
Optimization consists of finding the best possible solution to a given problem, for the purpose of either maximizing or minimizing a specific objective function. The simplest variant of optimization represents a problem where there are no restrictions and if they exist they are of equality, with less or equal number of variables that the objective function [5] .
Formally, an optimization problem can be defined as follows [6] : Given the search space Ω ⊆ R D , the objective function f: Ω → R and the comparison relation ≽∈ {≤; ≥}, the resolution of an optimization problem is to find the set X of optimum solutions defined as:
When ≽ is represented by the relation ≤ then the problem is minimization, otherwise maximization. The existence of a large number and variety of difficult problems, which appear in practice and need to be solved efficiently, impels the development of procedures capable of reaching good states or solutions, even if they are not optimal [5] . These methods, in which the speed of the process is as important as the quality of the solution obtained, are called heuristic or approximate [6] . The heuristics are tailor-made and designed to solve a specific problem and / or instance, which is why metaheuristics arise. They are general-purpose algorithms that can be applied to solve any optimization problem [7] . It is also important to note that according to the non-free lunch theorem proposed by Wolpert and Macready [8] , there is no optimization algorithm whose performance is superior to any other over all possible optimization functions. Therefore, depending on the problem we must analyze the operation of the algorithms.
A wide variety of metaheuristics has been developed using different criteria, such as the use or not of memory, deterministic or stochastic, inspired by the evolution of nature, among others. One of the well-known metaheuristics method is The Hill Climbing algorithm.
The Hill Climbing Metaheuristic Algorithm
The Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm [9] has its inspiration in an analogy with an imaginary situation in which a climber seeks to climb the summit of a mountain. Due to the fog, the mountaineer only knows if the immediate surface to him is ascending or descending. The approach is focused to maximize; but the algorithm is also valid for minimizing. These algorithms are general purpose methods and their main limitation is the convergence to the nearest local minimum. Therefore, if the evaluation of the candidate solution, XC ,is no better than that of the current solution Xbest, it indicates that the current solution is a local minimum and the HC will never leave this point; different strategies exist to avoid this problem and must be taken into account. The size of the neighborhood has been shown to significantly influence the behavior of the HC, since more solutions are neighboring the current, there will be less probability of falling into a local minimum. Another interesting point in the improvement of the algorithm is achieved by accepting candidate solutions whose evaluation is the same as the current one [10] .The scheme of the general operation of the HC is described in figure 2 . th Quantitative InfraRed Thermography Conference, 25 -29 June 2018, Berlin, Germany 
Results and Conclusions
The HC algorithm has shown great promise in finding hidden defects. Shown in Fig. 3 is the reconstruction of three buried synthetic defects at three different depths with a 5% amplitude noise level and without noise. The best five solutions obtained by the HC algorithm are shown superimposed with the defect being shown in red. The algorithm correctly approximates the defect, further iterations can produce an improved result. Finally, the HC algorithm has been applied to vibrothermography experimental data on metallic samples containing calibrated buried heat sources. Fig. 3 . Reconstruction of a set of synthetically generated buried 1mm×1mm defects using the HC algorithm for 0% and 5% amplitude noise levels. a) 200μm, b) 600μm and c) 1mm. Mesh size is 200μm×200μm.
